Ele tromagnetism
January 31, 2005
Work 4 of the 5 problems. Please put ea h problem solution on a separate sheet of paper
and your name on ea h sheet.

Problem 1

(Vasiliev)
A ir ular metal ring of area S , resistan e R, and indu tivity L is atta hed to a nonondu ting thread and pla ed in a horizontal uniform periodi magneti eld H = H0 os !t.
The angle between H and the normal to the surfa e of the ring n is equal to . Cal ulate
the average torque a ting on the ring. Assume that the ring is suÆ iently massive that 
an be onsidered to be onstant.
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Problem 2

(Curran)
The ele tri eld ve tor of a time-harmoni , uniform plane wave is given by
~ (z; t) = ~ex 2 sin(108 t + 0:5z )
E

~ey 2

os(108t + 0:5z) (V =m)

(1)

The wave is propagating in a lossless medium of permeability 0 = 4  10 7H=m. Cal ulate
the following:
a) The dire tion of propagation of the wave.
b) The phase velo ity of the wave.
) The relative permittivity of the medium.
d) The polarization of the wave (if ellipti al or ir ular, make sure to indi ate also whether
it is left-hand or right-hand).

Problem 3

(Nakotte)
a) Assume that a ondu tor with non-zero resistivity  is pla ed in a slowly varying external
magneti eld H(t). At a time t = t0 ,  suddenly drops to zero. Apply Maxwell's equation
and Ohm's law to determine what will happen to the magneti eld inside the ondu tor for
t > t0 .
b) The experimentally observed phenomenon of super ondu tivity is not equivalent to  = 0.
Given that the behavior of super ondu tors in the magneti eld is des ribed by Maxwell's
equations plus the London equation
H + 2 r  r  H = 0

where  has the dimensionality of length, al ulate the behavior of H inside a super ondu ting plate of thi kness d and in nite length pla ed in a onstant external magneti eld
H0 applied in the dire tion to the surfa e of the plate (z dire tion). Make a sket h of your
solution and explain the signi an e of .

Problem 4

(Kanim)
One simple way to model urrent in ondu tors is to assume a resistive for e on the harge
arriers that is linearly proportional to the velo ity of the harge arriers relative to the
velo ity of the metal: fres = u. Here = eC where e is the harge of the ele tron, C is
the number of valen e ele trons per unit volume and  is the resistivity.
(a) [2 points℄ From the values given below, nd the value of C for opper.
In 1916 R.C. Tolman and T.D. Stewart devised an experiment to determine whether
the harge arriers in metals were ele trons.
= 360/sec
They reasoned that if the harge arriers in a
metal have mass, they also have momentum.
A 12- m radius oil of 600 turns of insulated
opper wire forms the basis of this simpli ed
version of their experiment. The ondu tor
12 cm
of the #20 wire has a radius of 0.4mm. The
oil is rotated ( ounter lo kwise as seen from
600 turns #20 wire
above) about its axis with an angular velo ity
of 360 radians per se ond and then brought
suddenly to rest.
o

(b) [5 points℄ A ballisti galvanometer was used to measure the total harge that passed
from the oil to an external ir uit while the oil was brought to rest. We an model
this external ir uit as a resistor and an indu tor in series with the oil. The total
external resistan e Rext = 25 . For one run a total harge of 2:85  10 9 Coulombs
passed through the external ir uit. Find the ratio of the harge arrier's harge-tomass implied by this measurement.
( ) [3 points℄ One obsta le to this measurement was the e e t of small variations in the
strength of the earth's magneti eld with time. Explain (i) why this variation would
a e t the voltage measurement; and (ii) how a se ond (identi al) stationary oil ould
be used to e e tively eliminate this problem.
Mass of an ele tron 9:1  10 31 kg
Charge of an ele tron 1:6  10 19 Coul
Permeability of free spa e 4  10 7 N=A2
Permittivity of free spa e 8:85  10 12 N  m2 =C 2

Copper Z = 29 A = 63:
1 valen e ele tron per atom
Resistivity  = 1:7  10 8  m
Mass Density D = 9  103 kg=m3

Problem 5

(Armstrong)
Consider a grounded ondu ting plane with a hemispheri al boss of radius a < d on it.
A point harge q is lo ated a distan e d from the plane on the axis of the boss whi h is
perpendi ular to the plane, as shown in the gure:
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(a) Compute the potential above the ondu tor.
(b) Compute the harge density on the ondu tor, both on the planar part and on the
boss.
Hint: Use image harges (three in addition to the given harge)

